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Mobile-friendly Simple Search
Flexible Advanced Search
Keyword or Phrase, Authors,
Subjects, Titles, ID numbers

o

Logical guided workflow
Use easy pull-down menus
Build and save search history
Hold and collect selected citations
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Useful display features
Choice of citation or abstract view
Links to full text in abstract view,
if article is online
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Many options for output
Print or e-mail citations
Export citations in PubMed format
Click on links to full text
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Custom My ICL account
Login to save searches, collect
citations, and set up alerts

Links to available
full text

Links to more databases and Web resources
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My ICL
collect citations
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Facebook
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More than an index…
www.chiroindex.org is a gateway

Explore the Menus

Some journal articles are free online,
but many require a subscription

Get the Full text
Here’s how …

How can I keep up with ICL?
Connect with ICL social media.
Register for free account at My ICL,
and set up e-mail alerts

Who in the world uses ICL?
View the Site Meter on the home page.

Can I browse current issues?
Go to ICL Journals/Browse Recent
Issues, and subscribe to RSS feeds.

Where are the free resources?
Open Access Library lists more
databases, full text online journals,
online magazines, patient handouts,
electronic books, and free articles.
More Resources links to practice
guidelines, a directory of organizations,
health Web sites, and more.

How can I publish an interesting
case report?
More Resources/Getting Published
links to expert advice.

Where can I send comments or
questions?
E-mail ICL privately through the
Contact Us form.

Consider subscribing to print or
online journals. Subscriptions for
individuals are reasonably priced.
or
Contact a library, at your alma
mater, or in your local region.
See About Us/CLC Member
Libraries
Each library sets its own fees for
document delivery.
Additional copyright fees may
apply. Ask your librarian for
details.
or
Order online articles from the
publisher. Some publishers of
online journals do not permit
libraries to deliver electronic
documents such as PDF files.
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citations, search strategies,
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management
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